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Missing chapter for Mesh in documentation
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Status: Closed

Priority: Normal

Assignee:

Category: Documentation and Help

Affected QGIS version:3.5(master) Regression?: No

Operating System: Easy fix?: No

Pull Request or Patch supplied:No Resolution:

Crashes QGIS or corrupts data:No Copied to github as #: 28883

Description

Similar to "Working with Vector Data" it will be good to have a chapter for intro to mesh.

I am not sure if it is the best way forward? Happy to hear DelazJ's and other doc maintainers' comments.

History

#1 - 2019-01-22 07:55 AM - Saber Razmjooei

Here are the least of mesh related open tickets on the doc repo:

https://github.com/qgis/QGIS-Documentation/issues?utf8=%E2%9C%93&#38;q=is%3Aissue+is%3Aopen+mesh

They can be all grouped under Working with Mesh Data

#2 - 2019-01-22 10:04 AM - Harrissou Santanna

- Assignee deleted (Harrissou Santanna)

Hi Saber

Indeed, a "Working with Mesh Data" chapter needs to be added to the doc but I'm not sure this is the best place to discuss that. Given that there's a

repository where doc issues are reported and where doc materials are provided, better hold this discussion there or in community ML. IMHO it has more

chance to get adequate public and interest.

And it will be even better if someone can come with a draft to review: most of the issues you reference simply have title meaning that writers would need to

browse the original PR for context and usage. Not optimal for people who may not know/play with this data type (my case, eg).

Side note: IMO the "Documentation and Help" category here should be kept for issues in API doc, missing or wrong descriptions for alg/function in the

GUI...

#3 - 2019-01-22 10:34 AM - Saber Razmjooei

- Status changed from Open to Closed

Closed and moved to https://github.com/qgis/QGIS-Documentation/issues/2752
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